Today in Georgia History
November 17, 1948
Three Governors Controversy

Vocabulary
Bizarre    Term    Inauguration    Vacancy
Appointed  Vacate  Occupied      Mounting
Controversy Dynasty

Glossary
Bizarre: adjective; very strange, amusingly strange or unusual

Term: noun; period of time a person holds an appointment or office

Inauguration: noun; the formal act of placing somebody in an official position or a ceremony held for this purpose

Vacancy: noun; an office, position, or tenancy that is unfilled or unoccupied

Appointed: verb; To select or designate to fill an office or a position

Vacate: verb; to give up occupancy of a place or office

Occupied: verb; to live in or be the established user of a place such as a home or office

Mounting: adjective; growing, becoming greater

Controversy: noun; disagreement on a contentious topic, strongly felt or expressed by all those concerned, or an instance of this

Dynasty: noun; a succession of rulers from the same family, or a prominent and powerful family or group of people whose members retain their power and influence through several generations